
WHY RACE YOUR ARABIAN? 

Arabian Racing lives in more countries than many understand 90 countries to be exact.  Today we 
find Arabians racing at world-famous tracks such as Meydan in the UAE, Longchamp & Chantilly in 
France, Ascot and Newmarket in England, The Curragh in Ireland, Churchill Downs in the USA and 
Caulfield, The Gold Coast, Morphettville and Moonee Valley in Australia. The Arabians race at some 
of the worlds most famous race meetings such as The Prix de L'Arc de Triomphe, Dubai World Cup, 
King George V1 & Queen Elizabeth Stakes, Irish Guineas and the American Triple Crown etc. If you 
dream about racing at major meetings there is no more certain way to make that dream come true 
than with a Purebred Arabian. 

In most countries Arabians race for less prize money than Thoroughbreds so why should one choose 
to be part of Arabian racing? Precisely for that reason. Arabian Racing is not an industry - it's a 
passion. A passion where heads of states in the Gulf share the dreams of family owners and trainers 
from all over the world. In racing the true soul of the Arabian horse is exposed. The fighter. The lover 
of life. Running at full speed with other horses. It doesn't get any more beautiful than that. Arabian 
Racing is a sport where people live the game. It doesn't matter where an Arabian Racing fan travels, 
they will be welcomed as family by others sharing the fascination.   

The main reason for racing Arabian horses is that it is by far the best proving ground for horses of 
any breed. Racing tells us how sound the animal is, both physically and mentally, and helps us to 
make the right breeding decisions.                                                                                                 

From a business perspective there is money to be chased at the racetrack. Racing can be approached 
as a business. Racing is simply first horse across the finish lines wins. It costs about the same to get a 
horse to his first race as it does to his first show or endurance ride. The main difference being that 
showing/endurance has little prize money.  

Most people who race their horses get completely hooked on the adrenaline.  Many say that racing 
is the biggest thrill ever. It is the ultimate adrenaline rush.  Watching your horse run will put you 
right out there in the stratosphere so don't watch if you have a bad heart-seriously. 

The racetrack is the world brought down to size. You will meet people from every walk of life. At the 
racetrack you will find everyone from the unemployed to Kings and Queens and everything that falls 
between. The track will humble you, amaze you and raise you to unimaginable heights. You find 
humility when your "bred to the eyeballs", blue blood gets beaten by a non-descript competitor but 
you find ecstasy when one of your other blue-bloods does just what his genetics told you they would 
do. At the track,  no matter whether you try and don't like it, or try it and love it, you will meet 
people and horses that will be tattooed on your brain forever and you will form lifetime friendships. 
 
One outstanding point the Arabian racing industry has in its favour is that with the exception of a 
few recognized international racing dynasties, anyone has the opportunity to produce a winner from 
relatively obscure stallions and mares because we Arabian race breeders have not yet touched the 
surface of breeding for speed, breeding for "black type".  Because the horse you have set your hopes 
and dreams on is not from known racing lines does not mean it will not succeed for you. Today, we 
all have a chance to be winners.  

Gorgeous horses with strength, speed, durability, stamina, grace, and great minds. This is the 
Arabian racehorse, born to run.  Volumes have been written about the history of the Arabian horse, 
his spot as the original racehorse, the forefather of the Thoroughbred breed. But what about today's 
Arabian?  Bred for centuries for endurance and speed, a major trend has been to use them for 



exhibition and show. Racing was put on the back burner. Now many Arabian breeders are bringing 
racing forward to its rightful place. 
  
Bloodlines of Arabian racehorses come in all strains. Many popular Arabians were initially imported 
from Poland & Russia, where the breeding  selection was based upon racing ability. The object was 
not necessarily to win races. The breeders examined a horse's ability to carry weight over distance 
with speed, and his or her soundness and capacity for quick recovery. Those that passed the tests 
were retained for breeding on the stud farms.  
  
Imports also came from England, where the Crabbet stud had been famous for years for Arabians of 
great durability. Many of the Russian horses had roots in the Crabbet  program. Egyptian horses 
were imported and highly valued for their beauty- so notable for their appearance that their 
excellent racing legacy is often overlooked. Many show and sporting events besides racing require a 
very high level of athleticism. While some current generations of show Arabians have not proven 
racing ability on the flat track, their purebred bloodlines have the genetic potential to succeed in 
racing 
  
One thing is very certain. In the quest to breed the very best Arabian horses, racing cannot be 
overlooked. The qualities of speed and endurance are what have put the Arabian horse at the 
forefront of horse breeding throughout history. For the Arabian horse to regain his status as the top 
breed in the world, breeders must protect the athletic prowess that brought him to this point in the 
first place.  
                                 
Preservation is Key. We have seen the evolution of the Thoroughbred racehorse breed from roots in 
Arabian stock. A prime consideration in this breeding progress is for Arabian owners of various 
bloodlines to embrace the importance of racing and choose successful racers for their breeding 
programs even if they choose not to race themselves. If we fail to do that and all Arabian bloodlines 
are not utilized, Arabian racehorses risk becoming a sub-strain, with characteristics that do not 
exemplify all the qualities that are held valuable in the breed. Alternately, horses bred purely for  
appearance risk losing the athletic qualities that are indeed breed type.  Preservation of all Arabian 
qualities is the key for many breeders. 
   
So while the Arabian racing industry is very old,  as old as the horse itself, our development of 
breeding programs to protect Arabian racing ability is very young.  It is an exciting time to enter the 
Arabian racing world. It is a renewal of vows as responsible Arabian breeders to preserve all qualities 
that have made the Arabian great, and it holds the promise of a strong future for the Arabian horse.  
                  
As with all Arabian breeding programs across various disciplines, trends in breeding occur when a 
particular sire or a dam line proves successful. In racing a Polish bloodline trend has recently been  
replaced with a trend for French lines. While pure French lines are not historically significant in the 
Arabian show horse world, it should be noted that many of the Russian bloodlines found for example  
in the U.S. contain French Arabian blood. Who knows the next trend of Arabian racehorse breeding-- 
the next great winners set the examples for breeders to follow. Perhaps it will be a new cross 
waiting to be discovered. 
  
We encourage all Arabian horse breeders to give racing a try- you've got nothing to lose but a race, 
and everything to win by putting Arabian breeding on the right track. 
 
Want to know more?  Contact NARA and we will assist you to get your horse/horses onto the track. 
  

 



 

 


